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Abstract 
The classification mdJlOd in choroplc'hic mapping should always start with 

the consideration of the users of the mop. If a sophisticated method is selected 
for a group of people who are not experienced in map rending. the information 
may IlOt transfer properly. or perhaps a wrong perception of the in/onr1fJtion 

may occur. The second important issue in classification is accuracy. which 
depends on the purpose oj'the mop. Therefore the cartographer should identify 

the purpose before he or she classifies the data. Complexity of the map 
pattern is another important factor. because it is at least partly influenced by 

the classificotion method and the number of classes. 
In an attempt to increase choroplethic map effectiveness. an interactive 

CON" ,fer program was produced to .l:tegrIJte the above mentionedfactors in 

sel •• ;ton of classijicOliol: me. hod. 

1 • Introduction 

The classification problem in chC'roplethic mapping is :>ne of the most interesting areas of research in 

thematic cartography. It is quite a ;ignificant and sensitive step in the whole production process of this 

type of maps. If the map maker cl:ooses a system of classification without analyzing the characteristics of 
the data and the other aspects which intluence the effectiveness of maps, probably the result will not 
provide the user with the desired infonnation of the spatial data. An incOIlVenient method of classification 

may result in a weak or perhaps a wrong impression of the spatial distribution, which the cartographer did 

not intend to give the mup user. 

There exists various opinions vf many a'Jthors on how '~e s~lection of class intervals in choropleihic 
marping sh!luld be "Ccomplished. Differen! reeth;)d!- of c1assl';cation lead to various appearances of the 

maps, and therefC're result in <!iffereot "lterpretl'ti .j':. Some methods of classification provide mora 
accurate repl-eseJ .• atioll of the dew thar. ot'Jer methods. In some systems the class limits can be det~rmined 

easily. while in o!h~r methods it is complicated and computer programmes are required. Finally. the class 

limits resulting from some systems are =y to be memorizee and matched from the legend to the map or 

vice versa. 
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Selection of the number of classes in choroplethic mapping is also a 'very important factor. However, 

some authors such as Tobler (1973) and Peterson (1979) believe that data in choroplethic mapping should 

not be classified because it decreases the accuracy of the map. It is clear that the number of classes greatly 

affects both the accuracy and readability of the map .. lt has to do with the question of how quickly and 

accurately people can identify to which ~1&Ss an areal unit b,~Jongs (Gilmartin and Shelton, 1989). The 

greater the ni1mb~~ ·)f classes, the less ~le accuracy with which map user can match a particular areal 

shading on the map to the same shading in the legend. 

In this paper the classification methods are grouped in some general categories, the traditional data 

analysis which may assist the cartographer to select an appropriate classification method will be discussed 

and some fundamental considerations in the selection are explained. The accuracy and pattern 

characteristics of choropleth maps are briefly reviewed and finally the program which has been ;"ritten in 
order to take care of those aspects will be explained. 

2 • Data classification methods 

Classification is in fact a generalization process. Just as all generalization processes, classification has to 

be carried out based upon s"me specific rules and concepts. Every classification method categorizes the 

data in a different way. 

Theoretically, there exist an infinite number of classification systems, but only few of the has been 

utilized in choroplethic mapping. These methods can be grouped into three categories. The first group 

includes the classification systems which yield classes with irregular widths. The second group consists 

of the methods by which constant class width are obtained. And the last group comprises the methods 

which results in systematically increasing sizes of the classes. 

2.1 - Data analysis for classification 

The first step in the traditional approach to select a classification method is to put the data in an ascending 

order, from low to high. By doing so, the data will be prepared for subsequent procedure, besides, it helps 

.to have an idea of the range of the '" hole data set. After arraying the data in order to visualize the 

charactedstics of ;;',e distribution some graphs such as "scattel diagram" may be constructed. A scatter 

diagram is created to sigpalize tee irregularities in the d:stribution of the data. 

To construct a scatter diagram, a simple scaled line is drown. This scaled line must be long enough to 

cover the whole range of the data. Each value of the data set is plotted alongside the scaled line in a dot 

form. The scatter diagram may demonstrate a number of clusters of dots which are separated by empty 

spaces. These dot-less spaces are called breaks, because gaps of the data values exist in those ranges. 

2.2 - Some important consideration in data classification 

For classifying quantitative data, traditionally there exist several rules or considerations which should be 

taken into account by cartographers and most of them were suggested by Jenks and Coulson (1963), as 

follow: 

a) The clas3ification should encompasses th~ lull range of the data, 
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b) Classes may not overlap, 
c) The data that fall into ea.;.h class should be harmonized. In other word, Classes should be 

internally homogenous and externally heterogenous, 

d) empty clruises are a1lowep ::> b~ included in the legend, 

e) The accu.."lIc), of classificiillcn sbCuld not exceed the accuracy of the original data, 

f) Round-off clR;;s limits ar~ bette: understood and m::morized by map users, 
g) If possible, a logical relat:onship exist between ;he class sizes, 

h) Complexity of the map pattern should not disturb the map user. 

2.3 • Methods usmg irregulaIl class widths 

Natural brwk 
When looking at the scatter diag:am, one may observe cfutinct :>reaks ;0 some parts of the data set. In this 

cases class int~~s could be selected -in such a way that harmonized clusters of the data are separated. tt is 
ideal that the data with similar characteristics fall into the same claSs and those with dissimilar are 

separated. 
According to Paslawski (1984), th~ advantage of using this method is that, it can " ... provide instance and 

visually.appealing information about'the mapped set". Evans (19n) criticized this method as, it attributes 
"significance" to very mino! troths in the histOgram. Oil the other hand he recommended the use of this 
method when " ... a distribution were demonstrated to be Significantly multimopdal ... ". Smith (1986) in an 

extensive attempt found that natural break method is particularly unreliable for classing normal 

distribution. 

Quantiles 
If it is decided to assign equal numbers of observations to each class, quantiles method can be used. The. 

total frequency ofvaluef> i. divided by th<: number of classes. H5'"ing 'airanged the data set in an ascending 

order, the assignment of the observations into the claSses is siniply done. 
Since this method is based on the number of occurrences and not on the magnitudes of the data, it can be 

very useful for ordered data presentation (Evans 1977, Robinson et.al.19S4). By inspecting the scatter 

diagram one can ensure whether relative. similarity inside each class is obtained or not. The main 
shortcoming of quantiles is that the class limits are irregular between maps showing the same variable for 

different areas or times. 
Equa/areas . 

. Instead of obtaining an equal number'of OCCl!lrences per class, yielding more or less equal areas covered by 

each class is the concept of equal are2S method. To apply this method, information about sizes of the 

enumeration units must be available. 

Ali of the ac1vantagesand drawbacks of the previous methcd are valid here. When the sizes of the 

enumeration' units ruffer, which is common in m~t cases, tl~is method creates a more pleasing image 
from the user's point of view because the map is covered by almost equal areas for each shading. 

Nested-means 

The mathematical means divides a numerical array of the data into two classes, ana th~ means of eac.b of 

these two classes yield four classes with smaller intervals. The result is a series of classes derived from a 
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nested hierarchy of means. The more closely spaced the values in a data range, the narrower the classes. 

Scripter (1970) strongly supports this method as, it has the desirable features of being objective and 

satisfying all requirements neede':: :or ddSU inter'als. 

The most important ad~.~nlage vI thi~ ue:hod ';; that ':0 ~l1\Pty dess can be created, and at any level the 

distribution of the Ja'a c~n be saiel to.be 1>-i,,;Ji;':iJm. TI:~.laller i$ d::e to the characteristic of the mean 

which is the pdc:' of tie minklUm va;an,e, and the::fore Ib most ~'resentative of the data values. The 

disadvantage or inflexibility 0; '~,is 1lY:'.htxl is the lack of ap?lbabi;;,y in situations when the number of 

classes is not 2m. 

Jenks' optimal 

This method was introduced by Jenks in 1977. It incorporates a consistent logic to create classes that are 
internally homogeneous wh;'le assuring heterogeneity among them. For most data sets this method 

requires availability of computer. After defining the required number of classes, an arbitrary set of class 

intervals is obtained and the square deviation of each class n:tean (SDCM) is calculated. An observation on 

the margin of each class is then removed on an adjacent class. If this transfer reduces the SDCM the 

observation is left in its neW claSs; if not, it is reverted. This procedure is repeated until the SDCM is 

minimized. 

Coulson (1987) point out that Jenks' opti;,;aJ liieihod 'hils ..... 3 well defined objective, and a means of 

objectivit)'companng the resultin'g class ihtervcis"for the sa'lne data set". HoWever, it should be realized 

that Jenks' optimal method son\'etlmes'"ignores the relatively small hut interesting differences in data 

values at the lower end of the range. Besides, in spite of its high accuracy, most of the map users are not 

likely to be pleased with the irregular class sizes and are not able to understand the concepts behind this 

method. 

2.4 - Methods using constant class widths 

Equal steps 

The total range of the data is subdivided into the number of classes in such a way, that each class have an 

equally sized interval. A significa'lt characteristic of this method is the ease of its class interval calculation 

and also the advantage of easy perception by the ~~"er is i~disputable. However, when the frequency 

histogram is not rectangular, use 01 this meihod wilt lead to tr.e creation of some classes containing most 

of the observations cnd some which are hardly use<:. 

Standa~d deviation 

Once the standard deviation of a distribution is computed, two class intervals can be determined by adding 

and suhtracting one standard deviation from the mcnn. Then, every time onc stund,mf deviation will be 

"tI(ledto nml slIhtrnclct! from thc 11I0S1 rcccntly <"luss limits. 

Evan5 (1977) applied this melhod to a lIonnal distribution using several coefficient s of standard 

deviations and different number of classes. He found that with any number of classes, when the width of 

the classes is larger than one standard deviation, few measurements fall into the tail classes. He also found 

that all classes with the size of 0.5 to 0.6 standard deviation contain almost the same number of 

observations. He concluded that" .. .it may be eventually p~ssible to standardize this factor for given 

number of classes". But this author bdieves tlia~ .",:" in mappir.g we usually deal with irregular 
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distribution, we should not b= OUI conclusion on the normal distribution analysis. When the number of 

classes selected several multiplications of standard deviation should be tested and according to some criteria 

such as frequency per class the best coefficie!lt should be chosen. 

2.5 - Methods using syst:tmatically increasing class widths 

Arithmetic progresswn 

In this method the widths of the classes increase witl: a constant value. In fact the aim of using an 
arithmetic progression is to obtain approx:matcly :lqual frequency classes, and at the same time obtaining 

a range of successive classes which can be easi:y des~Tibed in mathematical terms. 
Geometric,progression 

When class in~rval3 ::.:e calculated in such a way that ti1z Uppel dass Ii.nit are always a given number of 
times largc;r than the lewer ciass limit, a geometric progression has been used. 

The difference between geometric 'and aritlnnetic progression methods is, that when the discrepancies 

between the lower, ,middle, and upper part of the data range, the former method approximates the 

distribution better than the latter one. . 

3 • Accuracy in choroplethicmapping 

Many studies have been carried out in order to find out how accuracy of choropleth maps affects their 

effectiveness. Thi$s (1991) puts' the turoen of finding the Wright balance upon the shoulders of the 
cartographers. It is clear that finding the best rr.ethOd for optimizing ertor is a difficult task which requires 

a good knowledge of cartography, analys:s and und~:1l(allding the nature of daia. 
Among CartogtaP!:OlIS, Jenks has ImIde a sigr.ific31lt contribution in tr.;)ving choropleth maps from highly 

subjective works of art towards products of a scientific approach to select class intervals. Jenks and 

CaspalJ (1971) classified the ,concept of accuracy to "overview", "tabular", and "boundary". Overview 

accuracy becomes significant when the map user seeks an overview of the statistical distribution from a 

choropleth map and has a volumet>ic dimension. When the map users may think of maps as areal tables 

which are used as a source of sped tic information about a place, tabular accuracy becomes important. It 

has an areal dimension. If focus uiJO~ th~ boundary lines of the enumeration units are made and 
comparison of the boundaries with those that are held as the mental images of those which occur on other 

maps, boundary accuracy play the important role. It' has a distance dimensiom. 
The "composite aCcuracy" index which takes ihe three errors into account were defined by Jenks and 

CaspalJ. This index is comparable whit calcuiation of the length of a vector in a three dimensional 
coordinate system. The axes of tile coordinate systiim ;';rrespond to the overview, tabular, and boundary 
accuracy. This author bc:Eeves that the composite accUracy is not useful due to the fact that the three 
measures of accuracy are not commensurable. Each of them represents different concept of errors and has 

different dimension. Hence combining them in one formula is meaningless. 

3.1 - Homogeneity accuracy 

In order to achieve a banket of error wliich is uniformly distributed over the entire surface of the map, the 
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data should be grouped in such a manner that the average deviation of the classes is equal or as equal as it 

is possible. More recently Jenks devised a measure for e'lah:ating the level of optimization. It is called 

"Goodness of Variance Pi~" (Gyp). T:l:s inc!ex \, cab.:Iated as follows: 

SD.<\M = L ( X~ - :<:1 )2 

GYP :. ! ... (,SDCM i SDAM ) 

where SDAM is the standard cev:ation of the array mean, SDCM is the standard deviation of class mean, 

Xk is an individual data independent from any class, M is the mean of the total observations, Xkj is an 

individual observation in class j, mj is the mean of OJ observations in class j. 

The goodness of va.-iance fit (GVF) can vary from 0.0 to 1.0. the goodness of variance fit can be applied 

to any set of class intervals an d comparisons can be made among different classification methods with 

the objective of optimal accuracy. Coulson (1987) in bis experiment on GVP discusses that the goodness 

of variance fit is the most powerful test yet advanced for comparing and determining the most accurate 

map with a given number of cla~ses. 

4 • Complexity measurements 

Obviou~ly, to fulfil the purpose of the map, the final appearance of the choropleth map is always a very 

important criterion considered by the cartographers. Complexity appears to be the result of four somewhat 

independent factors: I) shape, size, and number of ares on the map; 2)spatial variation of the data; 3) 

number of classes; 4) classification method. The assumption that subjective visual analysis of spatial 

association is not sufficient as a basis for the support of theoretical constructs, has been the reason for 

developing the quantitative measures by several researchers. 

Muller (1976) sugge~ted three ratios for calculating the visual complexity of choropleth maps by using 

graph theory. A graph is defined as acollectio'n of "faces", "edges", and "vertices".In a choropleth map 

those correspond respecti~~ly to enumeration units, boundaries betwee:J units, and joining points between 

units. Tbe Muller's complexity indices after applying classification were: I) the number of faces over the 

total posSible faces; 2) the number of edges over the total number of edges; 3) the number of vertices over 

the total number cf vertices. He al.o suggested a modification of the edge index in which the length of the 

edges were substituted for the number of edges .. By applying this modification, the differences in size of 

the enumeration. units could partially be taken into account. Lavin (1979) and MacEachren (1982) in their 

studies found that there exist a very high correlation among the three Muller's measures of complexity. 

Therefore, only the modified edge ratio could be an appropriate index for map complexity because it can 

compensate the large variations of face size. 

5 • Description of the classification program 

A computer program for tt.e selection of classitkati::m method was written. In this program three 
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important issut:S in choosing a classification method was integrated. The first issue is the group of users 

and map use. The second issue is accuracy of choropleth maps and the last one is the complexity of map. 

The program is an interactive one. It assUmes that the data have been stored in two files. The name of the 
main data, the areal data, the level of knowledge of the map users, and number of classes are the questions 

which have to be answered by the user of the progr=. If the level of kno~ledge of map users are specified 

as "elementary", ali classification:nethcds leadir.g :0 creation of irregular claSs widths.will be ignored. If 
the level Is introducoo as "i:ttennediat",·, (nly Jel'~1(s' meth0d will Pe skipped and for "advanced" level all 

methods will be taken into account. Class h1ierva: computation wii! follow and for each method goodness 

of variance tit is COUlputed. Map complexity measurements will be carried out in IL WIS software 
environment for every method. two ranking of classifb~tion methods are made: accoroing to accuracy from' 
high to low and acc(':-ding to complexity ;wm low to high. Actually, the second arrangement is according, 

to "simplicity". The method which is the most accurate one will be selected provided that its simplicity 

rank does not deviate from its accuracy rank more than +3. This value can be changed interactively. If 

more weight is intended to be given to simplicity (complexity becomeS more important), the value +3 
can be changed to +2, +1 or 0, and if less weight is decided to be given to simplicity the value ,can be 

increased. 

Another application of the program could be. to lind the optimum number of classes for a particular 

classification ml;)thod. Several maps with different humber of classes could be produced by IL WIS using 
an specific classification method. The complexity indices of e'vJry map may be computed and ranked. 

These indices can then be evaluated, taking int(raccount that a higll number of classes results in a more 
accurate map. The t:nal decision on the number of classes will depend on the rate of increaSe in·the 

complexity measures. 

6 • Conclusion 

For selecting an appropriate method three important criteria have to be taken into account: map user's 

knowledge of map reading, accuracy of classi!1cation method, and complexity of the map pattern. In a 

program these criterion wl;)re integrated. 

Map users were categorized into three levels according to their knowledge: elementary, intermediate, and 

advanced. It was suggested that methods leading to irregular class widths should not be selected for the 
elementary level of user. At the intermediate level Jenks' Optililal classification should not be used. For 

advanced level all methods can be· utilized. 

Although overview, tabular, an': bouncary accufa'~i~s might be more useful in·specific situations, 

Goodness of Varian.·e Fit was used as th~ measure fo: a~cura~y, b(:;Cause often the use of the map is not 

known in advance. 
Complexity is the result of four factors: cla:;sificat:,·n n.~lhod, number of claSses, geographical parameters 

of the areal units, and the· di,uiputicn of the data. The "artographer can only manipUlate complexity by 

changing the classi!icatior. method and lor the" number of classes. In this study Modified edge ratio was 
applied to mea>.ure the complexity of maps. 
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